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♦ ALWAYS BE SURE WITH TRANSLATION ACES! ♦

How can you be ensured that your insurance documents from policies, communications, claims,
and releases are accurately translated? Let us assure you! For investigation or accident reports,
marine surveys, compensation, restitution, damages, powers of attorney, summonses and
complaints, or any legal proceedings, courts rely on accurate and savvy translations. Whether for an
individual’s claim for medical expense compensation from a flight attendant’s negligence in Miami or
a pasta-machine finger injury in Quebec, a salvage company’s operation gone wrong off the coast of
Japan, a museum requiring sculpture packaging and handling, or a helicopter manufacturer
investigating an accident in the Brazilian jungle, we’re your man!
We handle, on a daily basis, such documents for aircraft underwriters, ship salvage firms, maritime
attorneys and product liability companies as well as policy drafters, manual writers and claim
adjusters. We know it’s absolutely crucial that your insurance documents be translated accurately
whether assets are being seized, ships are being arrested or workers’ comp is at issue.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
What’s force majeure, anyway? Our
favorite linguist, Mr. Webster, says it’s
an extraordinary event or effect that
cannot be reasonably anticipated or
controlled; legal eagles might add it
relates to insurance as frequently used
in contracts or policies to protect parties
if the contract cannot be performed due
to causes beyond their control, such as
natural disasters like avalanches, earthquakes or tsunamis, that could not be
helped by human due care or effort.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
=================================================================================

♦ THIS MONTH’S HIGHLIGHT ♦
We recently translated 5,000 words from Greek of
airline insurance claims

======================================================================================
♦ FEATURE ♦ Lingua Quiz!
1.
Mix & match the insurance lingo with its definition:
(1)
INSURE
(A) confirming previously affirmative reply
(2)
ENSURE
(B) to guarantee an event or conditions, such as that something will happen
(3)
ASSURE
(C) confirm what has been previously assured
(4)
REASSURE (D) often interchangeable with ASSURE
(5)
SURETY
(E) to confirm something to a person to remove doubt or anxiety
(6)
OH, SURE
(F) to protect something or someone against risk by paying for coverage
2.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

True or false:
Police in France issue insurance contracts
Marine surveying is measuring bodies of water
Assurance schemes in Britain are insurance policies
No-fault car insurance in NY means you’re not responsible for causing a crash

3.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Where is insurance at a premium?!
Seguro
in
(1)
Assurance
(2)
Forsikring
(3)
Assicurazione
(4)
Versicherung
(5)
ubezpieczenie
(6)
страховка
(7)
Seguro
(8)

Macchu Pichu
Oporto
Lyon
Oslo
Trieste
Zurich
Omsk
Opole
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ANSWERS:
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